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ABSTRACT  

Realizing the hydrogen economy in Japan entails a risk assessment of its domestic hydrogen supply, 
especially hydrogen transport by road. The first step of the risk assessment is to characterize the 
hydrogen transport accidents from different energy carriers. However, it is difficult to characterize the 
accidents because hydrogen transport systems have not been fully implemented in Japan. The aim of 
this study is to characterize the hydrogen transport accidents from different energy carriers in Japan. We 
studied three major energy carriers, namely compressed hydrogen, liquefied hydrogen, and liquid 
organic hydride. The accident networks based on network theory were constructed to capture the 
comprehensive accident processes and quantitatively characterized the hydrogen transport accidents 
from different energy carriers. The results clarified the differences and similarities in the accident 
process amongst the energy carriers. Furthermore, key accident events were identified. This study 
contributes to the development of comprehensive hydrogen transport accident scenarios for risk 
assessment.  

1.  INTRODUCTION 

The safe transport of hydrogen is critical to realize the hydrogen economy in Japan. Compressed 
hydrogen, liquid hydrogen, and liquid organic hydride are gaining attention as hydrogen energy carriers 
in Japan, where the primary mode of transport is land [1-6]. However, when being transported by road, 
during an accident, each of these hydrogen energy carriers pose risks such as explosion, fire, or the 
spread of harmful gases [7-10]. Therefore, the risks of transporting hydrogen energy carriers in this 
manner must be evaluated. 

The first step in a general risk assessment is preparing an accident scenario that details the accident 
process from the cause to the results [11]. The characteristics of the accidents must be identified to 
prepare the accident scenario. However, because the characteristics of road accidents involving transport 
of hydrogen energy carriers have not been completely identified, the accident scenarios in risk 
assessment studies do not adequately reflect the accident process [8-10]. Although efforts are underway 
to identify those characteristics, two issues complicating this task must be addressed: statistical and 
methodological limitations [12-14]. The statistical limitation refers to a few cases of such accidents that 
can be used to identify the characteristics [12,13]. For instance, the road transport of hydrogen energy 
carriers in Japan is about to be regulated; however, few cases of related accidents exist. The 
methodological limitation is that, while the individual causes and results of accidents can be identified 
by the existing methods, the general accident process and the importance of the causes and results cannot 
be evaluated [14]. These statistical and methodological limitations to identify the characteristics of 
accidents involving the transport of hydrogen energy carriers via road must be overcome to evaluate the 
risks associated with the transport. 

The present study aims to identify the characteristics of road accidents in Japan involving hydrogen 
energy carriers, i.e., compressed hydrogen, liquid hydrogen, and liquid organic hydride. To address the 
statistical and methodological limitations of previous studies, accident characteristics were identified by 
combining network theory with accident cases similar to those that occurred when hydrogen energy 
carriers were transported by road. 
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2. METHODOLOGY 

2.1 Analytical framework 

To identify the characteristics of road accidents in Japan involving hydrogen energy carriers, attention 
is focused on the general accident process and the importance of the accident events that constitute the 
process. In this identification method, network theory was used in analyzing an accident network 
prepared from accident cases to reveal the general accident process and identify important accident 
events. 

To address the statistical limitations of the limited number of cases of road transport accidents involving 
hydrogen energy carriers, similar accidents were used to supplement the data (refer to 2.2). In addition, 
the methodological limitation of past studies, which only identified individual accident causes and 
results, was handled by analyzing the accident network based on network theory. Network theory 
enables to explore the connectivity between events on the accident network (refer to 2.3). 

2.2 Used data 

To identify the characteristics of accidents involving the road transport of hydrogen energy carriers, the 
data were supplemented with accidents involving the transport of similar hazardous materials. Table 1 
shows an organized summary of the accident cases in the road transport of hydrogen energy carriers 
used in this study and the accident cases in the road transport of similar hazardous material. The accident 
cases were collected from the databases of the High Pressure Gas Safety Institute of Japan between 2000 
and 2017 [15], the Fire and Disaster Management Agency between 2006 and 2016 [16] and accidents 
of liquid hydrogen ware collected from the Hydrogen Incident and Accident Database (HIAD) that is 
worldwide hydrogen accident database between 2000 and 2017 [17]. Further, because accidents 
involving loading and unloading were considered to be non-transport related, they were excluded from 
the dataset as well. Accidents with incomplete or missing information were also not used. 

The transport vehicle and physical properties were selected as similarities of the supplemented accident 
cases. The point emphasized in the present study when identifying the characteristics of road transport 
accidents was the accident process. The type of transportation vehicle affected the entire accident 
process on the road, and the physical properties were thought to affect the resulting event of the accident 
process, i.e., explosion, fire, and the spread of harmful gases. A cylinder truck and a tank lorry were 
selected as the transport vehicles, with cylinder trucks transporting compressed hydrogen and tank 
lorries transporting liquid hydrogen and liquid organic hydride. The physical properties of flammable 
compressed gas, flammable liquid gas, and combustible liquid correspond to compressed hydrogen, 
liquid hydrogen, and liquid organic hydride, respectively.  

Table 1 reveals the extremely limited number of road transportation accidents with compressed 
hydrogen, liquid hydrogen, and liquid organic hydride, with only two accidents involving compressed 
hydrogen, one accidents involving liquid hydrogen, and one accident involving liquid organic hydride. 
Liquefied petroleum gas (LPG) and liquid natural gas (LNG) were used as the hazardous materials for 
supplementing the data on compressed hydrogen and liquid hydrogen respectively because the vehicle 
type used for transporting LPG and LNG and the physical properties of LPG and LNG were similar to 
those of compressed hydrogen and liquid hydrogen respectively. However, because the physical 
properties of LPG and LNG and hydrogen are not always similar, caution is required when interpreting 
the resulting events of the accident. Next, automobile fuel was used as the hazardous material to 
supplement the data on liquid organic hydride accidents, because the vehicle type and physical 
properties of automobile fuel were similar to those of liquid organic hydride. Liquid organic hydride 
was developed assuming that it would be transported using the current automobile fuel transport 
infrastructure; therefore, the idea of supplementing the data for liquid organic hydride transport 
accidents with data from automobile fuel transport accidents is valid. Supplementing with the similar 
accidents mentioned above increased the number of accidents used to identify the accident 
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characteristics in this report significantly: 146 accidents relevant to compressed hydrogen, 20 accidents 
relevant to liquid hydrogen, and 55 relevant to liquid organic hydride. 

Table 1. Summary of hydrogen energy carrier transport accidents and similar accidents 

 

2.3 Accident network 

The accident network was prepared based on network theory [18,19] by creating a network/integration 
of the accident cases described in 2.2. The accident network preparation flow is shown in Fig. 1. 

  

Figure 1. Development of the accident network preparation flow 

Accident events that describe the corresponding accident from the accident cases were extracted from 
Fig. 1. Next, accident case networks were prepared with extracted accident events represented by nodes 
and correlation between accidentcases represented by links. This accident case networks can be 
converted to adjacency matrices. The accident network was completed by overlapping and integrating 
the accident case networks. Therefore, the adjacency matrix of the accident network is a union of the 
accident case network matrices and is given by equations (1) and (2). To compare the adjacency matrix 
among the hydrogen energy carriers, it was standardized with the total number of links in the accident 
network. 
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where i – the hydrogen energy carrier; j – the accident case; A – the adjacency matrix of an accident 
case network; ACN – the adjacency matrix of the accident network. The element A(m, n) of adjacency 
matrix A represents the relationship (link) between accident case m and accident case n; if a relationship 
exists, the value is one; otherwise, the value is zero.  

The accident network portrays a general illustration of the accident process. By creating the accident 
network according to each hydrogen energy carrier, it is possible to identify the characteristics of each 
hydrogen energy carrier transport accident. In addition, the degree centrality, a type of network centrality 
index, is calculated from the adjacency matrix of the accident network to specify important accident 
events [20]. The degree centrality of accident network is divided into In-degree and Out-degree. In- 
degree and Out-degree are given by equations (3) and (4) respectively. 

𝑑𝑐 , , = ∑ 𝐴𝐶𝑁 (𝑛,𝑚) (3) 

𝑑𝑐 , , = ∑ 𝐴𝐶𝑁 (𝑚, 𝑛) (4) 

where i – the energy carrier; k – the link input and output from accident case n with respect to accident 
case m, which comes before or after; dc – the degree centrality; AN – the adjacency matrix of the accident 
network. 

3. RESULTS 

3.1 Results of the accident network  

The accident events that were set to prepare the accident network in this study are given in Table 2. 
There were 15 accident events that were extracted from the accident cases. They were divided into four 
types of cause-type accident events, six types of intermediate-type accident events, and five types of 
result-type accident events, considering the changes in the accident status as time elapsed. The results 
of the accident network related to the road transport of compressed hydrogen, liquid hydrogen, and 
liquid organic hydride are shown in Figs. 2 through 4, respectively. The thickness of the arrows in the 
accident network indicates the strength of the correlation between accident events in the accident 
network. 

For the typical characteristics in road transport accidents with each type of hydrogen carrier, Figs. 2 
through 4 show a complex relationship in the accident process between cause- and result-type accident 
events that were mediated by intermediate-type accident events. The level of this complex relationship 
differed by hydrogen energy carrier. Four cause-type events exist for compressed hydrogen and liquid 
organic hydride and three for liquid hydrogen and liquid organic hydride. Six intermediate-type events 
exist for compressed hydrogen, four for liquid hydrogen, and five for organic hybrid. In addition, five 
result-type events exist for compressed hydrogen, two for liquid hydrogen, and five for liquid organic 
hydride. The number of accident events with liquid hydrogen was less than that for other hydrogen 
energy carriers. This discrepancy was thought to be owing to only 15 accidents used in this study, rather 
than because of the characteristics of the accident process of road transport with liquid hydrogen. 

A representative accident process was extracted from Figs. 2 through 4 for each hydrogen energy carrier 
road transport. The representative process for the road transport of compressed hydrogen began with 
“C3 (Not following the regulated loading),” followed by “M6 (Cylinder scattering),” with the final result 
of “R3 (Leak (safety valve, valve, tubing, lid)).” Next, the representative accident process for liquid 
hydrogen road transport began with “C2 (Traffic accident (external factors)),” followed by “M1 (Mutual 
vehicle collision),” with the final result of “R3 (Leak (safety valve, valve, tubing, lid))”. The 
representative accident process for liquid organic hydride road transport was “C1 (Traffic accident 
(internal factors)),” followed by “M3 (Overturning),” leading to “R2 (Leak (break in the body of the 
cylinder or tank))”. These results indicated that the content of the accident process clearly differed 
depending on the type of hydrogen energy carrier road transport. In particular, the intermediate-type 
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accident event “cylinder scattering” in compressed hydrogen road transport was a unique accident 
characteristic, and it emerged from the transport vehicle characteristic of a cylinder truck. 

Both the typical and individual accident characteristics of hydrogen energy carriers were identified from 
the general accident process in the road transport of hydrogen energy carriers 

Table 2. Accident events of road transport accidents of hydrogen energy carriers 

Accident 
status 

Accident event Description Num
ber 

Cause-
type 

Traffic accident 
(internal factors) 

Accidents only involving the hydrogen energy carrier 
transport vehicle. 
When the percentage of fault was higher for the 
hydrogen energy carrier transport vehicle than for the 
other vehicles in the accident (inappropriate driving 
operations, not confirming safety, inattention to 
movement, glancing away from the road, falling 
asleep while driving, etc.). 

C1 

Traffic accident 
(external factors) 

When involved in an accident caused by surrounding 
vehicles. 
When caught in a tsunami. 
When the percentage of fault cannot be determined to 
be higher for the hydrogen energy carrier transport 
vehicle than for the other vehicles involved in the 
accident. 

C2 

Not following the 
regulated loading 

When items were loaded without following the 
specified procedures (includes both 
intentional/unintentional). 

C3 

Poor 
installation/poor 
inspection of 
vehicle, cylinders, or 
tanks 

When legally mandated regular inspections of the 
vehicle, cylinders, or tank were not performed or when 
they were performed but no defects could be found. 
When daily inspection was not performed or when it 
was performed but no defects could be found. 

C4 

Intermed
iate-type 

Mutual vehicle 
collision 

When the hydrogen energy carrier transport vehicle 
and another vehicle collide (rear-end collision). 

M1 

Collision with a 
structure near the 
road 

When the hydrogen energy carrier transport vehicle 
collides with a structure near the road (guard rail, 
median, etc.). 

M2 

Overturning When the hydrogen energy carrier transport vehicle 
overturns. 

M3 

Falling When the hydrogen energy carrier transport vehicle 
falls off the road. 

M4 

Vehicle fire (no leak 
of loaded contents) 

A vehicle fire of the hydrogen transport vehicle not 
caused by a hydrogen energy carrier leak. 

M5 

Cylinder scattering Scattering of loaded cylinders. M6 
Result-
type 

Explosion/fire When a leak of loaded contents leads to an explosion 
or fire. 

R1 

Leak (break in the 
body of the cylinder 
or tank) 

When a break (hole, etc.) in the body of the cylinder or 
tank) causes the loaded contents to leak. 

R2 

Leak (safety valve, 
valve, tubing, lid) 

When the loaded contents leak because of a safety 
valve, valve, tubing, or lid. 

R3 

Leak (Unknown) When the location of the leak in the loaded contents is 
unknown. 

R4 

No leak When the loaded contents did not leak. R5 
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Figure 2. Accident network of road transport of compressed hydrogen 

 

Figure 3. Accident network of road transport of liquid hydrogen 

 

Figure 4. Accident network of road transport of liquid organic hydride 
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3.2 Analytical results of the accident network 

Fig. 5 shows the results of the degree centrality obtained from the adjacency matrix of the accident 
network for each type of hydrogen energy carrier road transport. The maximum values of total degree 
in Fig. 5 are specified as important accident events. The total degree is represented by the summation of 
the In-degree and the Out-degree.  

From Fig. 5, “M6 (Cylinder scattering)” having a total degree of 0.63 was specified as the important 
accident events of compressed hydrogen road transport. In liquid hydrogen road transport, “M1 (Mutual 
vehicle collision)” having a total degree of 0.50 was specified as important accident events. In liquid 
organic hydride road travel, “M3 (Overturning)” having a total degree centrality of 0.30, was specified 
as an important accident event. “R1 (explosion/fire),” a primary focus of previous reports [8-10], was 
found to exhibit a low total degree for each of the hydrogen energy carriers. The low importance of the 
accident event “explosion/fire” typical to the hydrogen energy carriers can be interpreted as an accident 
characteristic. 

The accident characteristics for which the important accident events differed according to hydrogen 
energy carrier and, for unimportant events, the accident characteristics typical to each hydrogen energy 
carrier were identified. 

 

Figure 5. The degree centrality for each type of hydrogen energy carrier road transport 
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4. CONCLUSION 

To address the statistical and methodological limitations of previous studies, the present study identified 
accident characteristics associated with the road transport of hydrogen energy carriers in Japan. 

The accident network of the hydrogen energy carriers, which was made from accident cases, visualized 
the complex accident process from the cause-type accident events to the intermediate-type and result-
type accident events. In addition, common and difference features of each hydrogen energy carrier are 
found based on degree centrality from the accident network. The results of the characteristic 
identification effort described above indicated that accident scenario using previous risk assessments [8-
10] was incomplete and biased toward result-type accident events such as explosion and fire. In addition, 
based on the identified characteristics, an accident scenario that reflected a series of accident processes, 
from cause-type to intermediate-type and result-type accident events, must be created for an appropriate 
risk assessment. 

An issue in this study was the dearth of accident cases involving the transport of liquid hydrogen. Only 
16 accident cases involving liquid hydrogen transport were obtained after supplementing the data with 
similar accident cases. Therefore, the reliability of the results remained questionable in relation to the 
accident characteristics identified from the accident network for liquid hydrogen road transport. A 
method to solve this problem might be to combine the use of Hazard identification study (HAZID study), 
a hazard specification method based on brainstorming that does not require accident cases, with the 
characteristic identification method. However, HAZID study research on hydrogen stations and 
hydrogen transport focuses on causes and results, without considering an accident network that 
represents the pathway from causes to results [14,21]. Therefore, the conventional HAZID study must 
be expanded to reflect the accident network of the road transport of hydrogen energy carriers. 
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